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2891 I also owe him 

“Stop bragging! Only an idiot would believe you!” 

Xiao moxue glared at Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “The big boss behind the first love peach business is 

extremely mysterious! Even the person in charge of transporting the peaches had come and gone 

without a trace! Even our Tianji city can’t find out who the big boss behind the scenes is, so how could 

you possibly know him?” 

It was obvious that the big boss behind the first love peach was Chen Xiaobei himself! 

However, Chen Xiaobei never asked about the business, so no one would be able to find out! 

As for the person who transported the peaches, it was naturally Jin Fei, who was wearing the returning 

bracelet! He didn’t even need to use the teleportation array to come and go as he pleased! Outsiders 

couldn’t even follow them! Naturally, they would think that he came and went without a trace! 

“You don’t believe me? Then let’s make a bet?” Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and smiled evilly. 

“A bet?” Xiao moxue’s delicate body trembled. She immediately became nervous. 

The first time she made a bet with Chen Xiaobei, she lost herself to him and became his concubine! 

This was the second time she had made a bet with Chen Xiaobei. Until now, she still owed Chen Xiaobei 

a request. If she denied it, she would be a little turtle! 

As the saying goes,’do not do things three times’, Xiao moxue did not dare to bet with Chen Xiaobei. 

“Of course, if you’re afraid, you don’t have to bet!” come on! Chen Xiaobei smiled. give me your little 

hand. I’ll hold your hand and bring you to eat the peaches! 

“Hold your big head!” Xiao moxue was angry like a little lion. “If you dare to touch me again, I’ll cut off 

your claws!” 

“Ha.” Chen Xiaobei laughed. back at the Pearl Hall, you lost a bet to me. You said that you would 

promise me one thing. If you go back on your word, you’ll be a little turtle! I’ve already thought about 

this matter!” 

“What?” Xiao moxue took a deep breath. She had a bad feeling about this. 

hehe! Chen Xiaobei grinned. from now on, if I Want to Hold Your Hand, no matter when or where, you 

can’t refuse! 

this … How can this be!? “I’m just pretending to be a couple with you!” Xiao moxue was anxious. If you 

want to hold hands, won’t you really go? No! You absolutely can’t!” 

“It’s fine if you can’t!” I’m going to let the whole world know that Xiao moxue is a little turtle! Chen 

Xiaobei laughed. 
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pfft … Xiao moxue almost spat out a mouthful of blood. She wanted to cry but had no tears! 

She, Xiao moxue, was the most famous girl in Videha! She was also a goddess who could cause the 

downfall of a city! 

In the eyes of the world, she was simply a perfect existence! 

If he were to carry the nickname of little turtle, the whole world would probably laugh their teeth off! 

“Hehe …” 

Seeing this, Qiu Ling ‘er couldn’t help but laugh and tease, ” “My little sister inksnow is famous for being 

strong. Ever since she became famous, she has never been at a disadvantage! However, in the hands of 

Childe Zhufeng, he lost his temper! Interesting! It’s really interesting!” 

“Sister Ling ‘er! Even you are laughing at me!” you … Xiao moxue was on the verge of tears. if you’re still 

my sister, you’ll help me deal with this bastard! 

“Deal with me?” Chen Xiaobei smiled cynically. “Little girl, you’re too naive!” 

Xiao moxue hurriedly ran over, held Qiu Ling ‘er’s arm, and said, ” “Hmph! My sister is the Dragon God 

Palace’s Princess Jiu Ling! To be able to invite the Dragon Emperor ao Heng Kong! Are you afraid that I 

can’t deal with you?” 

“Then you should ask her! Do you dare to teach me a lesson?” Chen Xiaobei’s nonchalant expression 

was asking for a beating. 

“Sister Ling ‘er! Why don’t you say something!” 

Xiao moxue shook Qiu Ling ‘er’s slender arm and said angrily, ” “Sister Ling ‘er! Even if you don’t hit him, 

you should at least scold him! Look at his arrogant look, his tail is almost raised to the sky!” 

“Sister inksnow, it’s not that I don’t want to help you!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er said with a wry smile, ” Childe Zhufeng, you’ll help me restore my appearance. The 

consultation fee is one trillion upper-grade spiritual stones! I can’t afford that many spiritual stones, so I 

owe Childe Chen three requests! As of now, I’ve only completed one, so I still owe him two requests!” 

“What? Sister, you also owe him two requests? this … Xiao moxue was dumbfounded and speechless. 

“Little girl!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at Xiao moxue and threatened, ” “Do you want to be my inksnow concubine? Or do 

you want to be everyone’s little turtle?” 

I … Xiao moxue’s tears rolled down her face. 

From the bottom of her heart, she really hated Chen Xiaobei and did not want him to have his way! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already made it clear that she would either be Chen Xiaobei’s mistress or 

become the world’s biggest joke! 



don’t go against Childe Zhufeng. You can’t win against him … Qiu Ling ‘er smiled evilly and pushed him 

forward. 

Xiao moxue had no other choice but to obediently walk to Chen Xiaobei’s side. 

“Then I’ll take it as you agree!” 

Chen Xiaobei held Xiao moxue’s hand and said, ” “From now on, no matter when and where, I’ll hold 

your hand whenever I want!” 

Xiao moxue did not say a word. She gritted her teeth and her eyes were filled with anger. She was 

determined to find a chance to teach Chen a lesson! 

“Let’s go!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er saw that Xiao moxue was angry, so she quickly changed the topic. looking at the time, the 

first love peach is about to arrive. If we’re late, we might not be able to buy it! 

“Go! Hurry up and run!” 

Xiao moxue seemed to have great Expectations for the first love peach. When she heard Qiu Ling ‘er’s 

words, her anger was greatly reduced. She grabbed Chen Xiaobei’s hand and walked forward! 

“Harem squad, one more!” The five Pro-disciples followed behind him, smiling at each other and giving 

Chen Xiaobei a thumbs-up! 

Eat peaches? 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to, he could stuff Xiao moxue to death! 

…… 

The mirror Tower! It was the most prestigious and expensive restaurant in the imperial capital of 

Xuanyuan! 

Ordinary officials and merchants couldn’t even afford to spend here! 

Only the richest people and the high officials of a region could afford the high consumption level here! 

It was precisely because of its great reputation, good location, and rich customers that this place was 

chosen as a sales point for the first love peach! 

Almost 10,000 first love peaches would be sent over every month! Each of them was sold for 998 upper 

spiritual stones! 

Fuzhao tower didn’t earn a single cent in the middle and relied on the first love peach to attract more 

high-end customers! 

It should be known that cultivators basically didn’t need to eat. So, although the zhaofu restaurant was 

famous, some high-end customers would not visit it! 

And after the first love peach, many high-end customers came to visit! 

Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er were such guests! Even the higher-ups of the Xuanyuan family would come! 



Because of this, even if zhaofu restaurant didn’t earn a single cent, they were willing to be the sales 

point for the first love peach! 

The first love peach would help them attract customers. Not only would it help them earn a lot of 

money in other aspects, but it would also help them win over high-end connections! In the past, this was 

something that could not be obtained even if one wished for it! 

“We’re here! This is the place!” 

Xiao moxue held Chen Xiaobei’s hand and ran all the way to zhaofu restaurant. 
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Chapter 2892: breaking the rules 

fortunately, we ran fast. We haven’t started the queue yet! 

Xiao moxue was very excited. Her little face was red and her beautiful eyes were full of stars! 

There was no doubt that Xiao moxue had been looking forward to the legendary delicious nectarine for 

a long time. Today, her wish finally came true, and she was simply overjoyed! 

“Idiot! How could such a high-end restaurant let its customers stand outside and line up?” Chen Xiaobei 

pulled Xin moxue into the restaurant. 

As soon as she entered, Xiao moxue was stunned. “Heavens! There are actually so many people who 

came earlier than us! I don’t know if we can get a number …” 

In the huge restaurant, dozens of large tables were already filled with people! There were at least five to 

six hundred of them! 

However, no one ordered anything at each table. Everyone was just sitting and drinking tea. It was 

obvious that they were all here to queue up to buy the first love peach! 

From the looks of it, some of them had probably arrived early in the morning and had been waiting for 

at least a few hours! 

Because these guests were all important figures, or the Butlers and trusted aides of the important 

figures ‘families, the restaurant did not dare to neglect them and could only invite them in to sit. 

According to the order of first come, first served, everyone got a number plate, and each number plate 

could only buy one peach. Even if the King of Heaven came, he could not buy two! 

This was the rule that Chen Xiaobei had set from the very beginning. Firstly, it was to ensure that the 

rarer something was, the more valuable it would be! Secondly, it was to ensure fairness and let more 

people have the opportunity to taste the delicious food! 

“Waiter! We want to get a number plate!” Xiao moxue couldn’t wait to catch a waiter. 

“You guys are really lucky!” The servant was obviously trained and was very enthusiastic. “There are 

only about 500 peaches in today’s batch. The last eight number plates are just enough to be distributed 

to a few people! Even if someone came later, they wouldn’t be able to buy it even if they brought a 

mountain of gold and silver!” 
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“That’s great! The number of plates was just right! We’re so lucky!” Xiao moxue was very excited. 

“This way, please!” The servant quickly led the way and said enthusiastically, ” “There are still a few 

more seats over there! You can sit down and enjoy your tea. We’re about to start buying peaches!” 

After they sat down, Chen Xiaobei, Xiao moxue, and Qiu Ling ‘er each had a number plate in their hands! 

It was already more than 560! Even if they were to start selling immediately, it would probably take a 

long time! 

However, Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er were in high spirits. No matter how long it would take, they 

would be willing to wait. 

After sitting for a while, there was finally a commotion at the front. 

The restaurant owner brought a few big boxes of first love peaches and started selling them! 

All of a sudden, all the high-ranking officials and dignitaries in the hall seemed to be injected with 

chicken blood and became fanatical! They swarmed up and surrounded the front desk tightly! 

They looked like they were fighting for some rare treasure! They didn’t care about their dignity, bearing, 

or status! 

Seeing this, Qiu Ling ‘er couldn’t help but smile. “Childe Zhufeng, don’t you know the big boss behind 

the first love peach? Can you get them to give us more number plates?” 

“You can’t give more number plates! Because the number of peaches sent is fixed every time, you won’t 

be able to buy more!” 

the most important thing is that if I give you an extra number plate, it’s not fair to the people who are 

waiting in line. It’s also not fair to those who come late and can’t buy the peaches! Chen said seriously. 

yes, Childe Chen is right! Qiu Ling ‘er nodded and stopped struggling. 

“Tsk! Sister Ling ‘er, how can you believe this bastard’s nonsense?” 

Xiao moxue pouted and said, ” “If you really know the boss, what’s a few number plates to you? He’s 

clearly looking for an excuse to trick you!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled. “I can’t give you more number plates, but I can get someone to send 

100 first love peaches over immediately!” 

“Only an idiot would believe you!” Xiao moxue did not believe him. 

“Why else would we make a bet?” you win! Chen Xiaobei laughed evilly. I’ll do whatever you want! I’ve 

won, hehehe …” 

Xiao moxue’s expression froze. She shook her head and said, ” “I’m not betting with you! You hooligan, 

you’re full of bad ideas! I’m not falling for your trick!” 

I know! Chen Xiaobei laughed. since you’re afraid of losing, that means you believe that I can get 

someone to send you 100 peaches! 



“I don’t believe it!” Xiao moxue pouted her little mouth and turned her head away in a fit of pique, 

ignoring Chen Xiaobei. 

Qiu Ling ‘er chuckled as she watched from the side. after so many years, I’ve finally met someone who 

can make little sister inksnow submit to him! 

“Who has been subdued by him? I just don’t like to gamble!” Xiao moxue said stubbornly. 

What followed was a long wait! 

After about two hours, it was finally Chen Xiaobei’s turn. 

“It’s finally our turn!” 

Xiao moxue quickly stood up and was extremely excited. “I haven’t been in line for so long in many 

years! First love peach! Don’t Let Me Down!” 

Xiao moxue was the first one to run over, and Chen Xiaobei and the rest followed closely behind. 

However, as soon as he got there, the owner of the restaurant quickly came up to him and said 

apologetically, ” “My honored guests, I’m really sorry! We’ve already bought all the peaches for today!” 

“What? You’re done?” 

Xiao moxue was stunned. The joy on her pretty face was instantly swept away and was replaced by a 

deep sense of disappointment and anger.”We’ve been queuing for two whole hours! You told me it’s 

sold out?” 

I’m really sorry, it’s really sold out … the restaurant owner said in a low voice. 

“You’re talking nonsense!” Qiu Ling ‘er was not someone to be trifled with. Her face turned cold and she 

asked seriously, ” “There’s a fixed number of peaches sent each time, and the number plates will be 

distributed according to the number! If you don’t have enough peaches, why are you giving US number 

plates?” 

“Well said! The number plate and the peach correspond one-to-one, it’s impossible that there isn’t a 

number plate!” 

we’re lucky! Xiao moxue said angrily. the servant who gave us the number plates said so himself. We’re 

very lucky. The remaining eight number plates were given to us! He’s right there, do you still want to 

deny it?” 

“What?” 

The restaurant owner narrowed his eyes and coldly shouted, ” “Little five! Get over here!” 

boss … the servant boy ran over, his face full of fear. 

It wasn’t hard to see that the owner of this restaurant was usually very fierce to his servants, so much so 

that they were afraid of him. 

“Pa!” Sure enough, the restaurant owner did not say a word and gave Xiaowu a backhanded slap, 

causing him to fall to the ground. 



“B-boss … Did I do something wrong?” little five was stunned. 

“Idiot!” The restaurant owner cursed. You counted the wrong number of peaches, gave the wrong 

number plate to the guest, and you still have the face to ask me what you did wrong?” 

No… No… little five looked innocent, ” “You counted the peaches yourself. There are five hundred and 

sixty-six of them! You gave me the number plate yourself, number five hundred and sixty-six, and the 

last eight numbers were given to them …” 

“Shut up! You f * cking did something wrong and you dare to push the blame on me? Are you tired of 

living?” The restaurant owner was furious. He actually lifted his foot and was about to kick Xiaowu. 

“Bang!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei kicked the restaurant owner and sent him flying! 

The fat body of the restaurant owner crushed a box of peaches into pieces! 

From the broken box, large red peaches rolled out. There were exactly eight of them! 

pfff … the restaurant owner spat out a mouthful of blood. He clutched his stomach and couldn’t get up. 

Chen Xiaobei walked over and said, ” “Do you know the consequences of breaking the rules?” 
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Chapter 2893: extremely arrogant 

Chen Xiaobei was a man with golden gaze fiery eyes. He could tell that there were eight peaches left in 

one of the boxes! 

This restaurant owner had clearly broken the rules himself, yet he had used an innocent manservant as 

a scapegoat! 

It was one thing to hit and scold him normally, but the owner of the restaurant actually used his true 

essence to kick the servant! The manservant’s cultivation level was low. If that kick really landed on his 

body, even if he didn’t die, he would be crippled! 

Breaking the rules, pulling someone to take the blame, and even trying to silence them! 

The owner of the restaurant was obviously a bad person. It would not be too much for Chen Xiaobei to 

kill him, let alone kick him! 

“Alright! You were lying to us!” 

Xiao moxue’s pretty face turned cold. Her beautiful eyes emitted a cold light as she stared at the 

restaurant owner. She said angrily, ” “You secretly hid eight peaches and wanted to frame the 

manservant for giving out the wrong number plate! That kick of yours just now was filled with true 

essence. Did you want to kick this boy to death so that the dead can’t testify?” 

Qiu Ling ‘er was also very angry,’ this man is despicable, shameless, and cruel! It’s a good thing Childe 

Zhufeng found out about it early. Otherwise, this young servant would have died in vain!” 

“Hmph … I’d advise you not to look for trouble!” 
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Seeing that the matter had been exposed, the restaurant owner became stronger.”I didn’t want to keep 

these eight peaches for myself! Instead, it was reserved by two top figures at the last minute, and I have 

to leave it for them! If you make them unhappy, you will all die!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. “As far as I know, the first love peach is owned by the Beichen 

Chamber of Commerce! According to Beichen’s rules, each number plate corresponded to one peach! 

Without a number plate, even the God of heaven can’t buy it!” 

“Oh, you know quite a lot!” 

The restaurant owner squinted his eyes and said arrogantly, ” “That’s right, the Beichen Chamber of 

Commerce has already set the rules! However, the Emperor is far away from me. They don’t know that I 

occasionally break the rules, and even if they do, they might not care!” 

“You won’t care?” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” as far as I know, all the merchants who cooperate with the Beichen Chamber of 

Commerce must sign a contract. Breaking the rules is equivalent to breaking the contract. They must pay 

a penalty of one billion upper spiritual stones! 

“What? “You … You even know about the contract …” The restaurant owner panicked. you … You’re not 

from the Beichen Chamber of Commerce, are you? ” 

Xiao moxue was shocked by his words. 

When Chen Xiaobei said that he knew the big boss behind first love peach, Xiao moxue did not believe 

him at all and even complained about Chen Xiaobei. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei knew every single detail of the first love Peach’s contract. It was clear that Chen 

Xiaobei not only knew the big boss behind the first love peach, but they were also very close! 

However, what Chen Xiaobei said next shocked Xiao moxue even more. She could not believe her ears. 

I’m not a member of the Beichen Chamber of Commerce. On the contrary, the Chamber of Commerce is 

mine! Chen Xiaobei said. 

Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er were both shocked. 

Chen Xiaobei’s five direct disciples, on the other hand, were all smiling nonchalantly! 

Qingcheng, Beichen, and Greenlotus had just emerged in the earth-god Realm a few months ago. 

Among them, the Qing Cheng Chamber of Commerce dealt with games and live streaming, the Beichen 

Chamber of Commerce dealt with cosmetics and first love peach, and the green Lotus Chamber of 

Commerce dealt with various medicinal pills! 

In the beginning, no one knew about these three Chambers of Commerce. 

But today, they had all become famous Chamber of Commerce in the business world! The upper 

spiritual stones he earned every month were in the hundreds of millions! Moreover, the scale of 

operation had been continuously expanding! 



In the business circle of the earth immortal world, almost no one didn’t know these three Chambers of 

Commerce! 

However, almost no one knew that these three Chambers of Commerce all belonged to the same 

organization-bei Xuan faction! 

“What are you trying to show off for? The Beichen Chamber of Commerce is yours? Why don’t you just 

say that the world is yours?” 

At this moment, a cold sneer came from the entrance of the restaurant. 

Looking in the direction of the voice, they saw two young men in gorgeous clothes with arrogant 

expressions walking in, surrounded by a group of followers! 

“Lord heavenly Governor Xu! Young master Zhao shihuang! The two of you have finally come!” When 

the restaurant owner saw these two people, it was as if he had seen a life-saving straw, and he 

scrambled over. 

“Why are they here?” Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er both frowned, and their expressions were full of 

concern. It was obvious that these two people were not simple! 

“Who are they?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Qiu Ling ‘er lowered her voice and said, ” Xu Tiandu is the fifth among the old man of heavenly secrets 

‘nine foster sons. He is also the fifth among the top ten core disciples in the headquarters of heavenly 

secret City. His strength is far above inksnow! 

Qiu Ling ‘er paused for a moment before she continued,”Zhao shihuang is the ninth son of Zhao yanying, 

the master of the hollow Jade temple, and he is ranked sixth among the ten core disciples of the hollow 

Jade temple!” I’m afraid that his power is even greater than inksnow’s!” 

As soon as he said that, Xiao moxue, who had never admitted defeat, had nothing to say. It could be said 

that she had tacitly admitted that the strength of these two people was stronger than her by one level! 

The difference in strength was the main reason why Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er were so uneasy! 

For example, both ao Hanxiao and Xuanyuan Mingjue were disciples of top-tier forces! However, they 

were both weak and had to bring bodyguards with them! Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er didn’t even care 

about them! 

However, at this moment, Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were both far stronger than Xiao moxue and 

Qiu Ling ‘er. If they really had a conflict, the consequences would be unimaginable! 

“Yo, isn’t this Junior Sister inksnow?” Xu Tiandu walked over with a faint smile on his face. 

“Inksnow greets fifth senior brother!” Xiao moxue didn’t dare to be slow. She cupped her hands and 

bowed respectfully. 

After all, in addition to his high cultivation, Xu Tiandu was also one of the nine foster sons of the old man 

of heavenly secrets! Even the head of the Xiao family would have to give in to Xu Tiandu, let alone Xiao 

moxue! 



“What’s going on?” 

Xu Tiandu narrowed his eyes and asked with a faint smile, ” boss Wang is my friend. How did he get 

beaten up to the point of vomiting blood? ” 

“Young master Tiandu! You must help me!” 

Boss Wang immediately wailed,”as per your orders, I left you eight first love peaches, but these eight 

people insisted that they had a number plate and wanted to buy the peaches!” I didn’t agree, so that 

brat unreasonably injured me!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes turned cold and said, ” “You’re really good at complaining first! You’re the one who 

broke the rules, and now you’re saying I’m unreasonable?” 

“Rules? What are the rules?” 

Boss Wang said arrogantly, ” “Young master Tian du and young master Shi Huang are the rules! Now 

that they’re here, take these eight peaches away if you dare! Take it! Go ahead and take it!” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang laughed coldly at Chen Xiaobei. They looked at him as if he was a lowly 

ant! 

Ordinary people would be afraid of them when they heard their names. How would they dare to go 

against them? 

How could Chen Xiaobei not give them face? 

At the same time, Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er’s faces were very ugly. Although they felt aggrieved, they 

didn’t say a word. It was obvious that they had given in silently in their hearts. 

Even so, Chen Xiaobei did not back down. don’t worry. Not only will I take these eight peaches, but I’ll 

also take away your management rights. You’ll also have to pay a penalty of one billion upper spiritual 

stones as per the contract! 
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Suddenly, everyone looked at Chen Xiaobei with a strange look! 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were already standing there. The eight peaches were what the two of 

them wanted, so they would definitely support boss Wang! 

Under such circumstances, not only Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er, but even the five disciples thought that 

Chen Xiaobei should take a step back and give up the eight peaches to avoid causing a huge problem! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had an entire peach forest. Giving away eight peaches was a piece of cake! 

There was no need to offend the Super-class experts of two peak forces over such a small matter! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not back down. Instead, he responded to Mr. Wang in a very domineering 

manner. He did not give Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang any face at all! 
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He could have turned a big problem into a small one, but Chen Xiaobei wanted to turn a small problem 

into a big one! 

It was unbelievable. They could not imagine what Chen Xiaobei was thinking. 

“Little brat! Are you refusing a toast only to drink a forfeit?” 

Xu Tiandu narrowed his eyes and said coldly, ” “I want these eight peaches. Even the president of the 

Beichen Chamber of Commerce can’t take them away, let alone you! If you don’t believe me, you can 

try!” 

Xu Tiandu was threatening Chen Xiaobei! 

If Chen Xiaobei dared to take these eight peaches, Xu Tiandu would make Chen Xiaobei pay a painful 

price! 

One had to know that heavenly Governor Xu was one of the old man of heavenly secrets’s nine godsons. 

Almost no one dared to go against his will normally! 

If Chen Xiaobei dared to stand out, Xu Tiandu would make sure that Chen Xiaobei would die a horrible 

death! He would kill the chicken to warn the monkeys and make everyone remember that he, Xu 

Tiandu, was a ruthless person who must not be provoked! 

Qiuling walked to Chen Xiaobei and whispered, ” “Childe Zhufeng, I think we should just let this go. We’ll 

have plenty of chances to eat the peaches in the future! Taking a step back is like taking the sky and the 

sea, isn’t it?” 

It was obvious that Tianji city was behind Xu Tiandu, and the hollow Jade temple was behind Zhao 

shihuang! 

These two forces could be said to be the first and second top forces in the top ten forces of the earth-

god Realm! 

Even the Dragon God Palace couldn’t afford to offend the Tianji city and the Jade Palace! 

Qiu Ling ‘er could do whatever she wanted in the Dragon God Palace, but she had to restrain her temper 

and tolerate the Tianji city and the Jade Palace! 

Even if long shenkong himself was here, he would not dare to offend Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang! 

Sifu, miss Qiu is right. Let’s just take a step back … the five disciples also tried to persuade Chen Xiaobei. 

They were afraid that Chen Xiaobei’s impulsiveness would cause them trouble. 

Even Xiao moxue nodded quietly, hoping that Chen Xiaobei would take a step back. 

After all, Xiao moxue had been waiting for a chance to teach Chen a lesson! However, Xiao moxue did 

not want Chen Xiaobei to offend Xu Tiandu! 

That was because Xiao moxue knew Xu Tiandu’s character very well. Almost all those who offended him 

would die a terrible death! 



Xiao moxue only hated Chen Xiaobei and wanted to teach him a lesson, but deep down, she did not 

want Chen Xiaobei to die! 

In the end, this girl was still very kind! Otherwise, Chen Xiaobei would not have accepted her as his 

second wife! 

At this point, almost everyone was hoping that Chen Xiaobei would take a step back. 

However, those who knew Chen Xiaobei would know that he was someone who could be persuaded by 

reason but not forced! 

If the enemies were to fight him head-on, Chen Xiaobei would only be tougher than them! 

It was impossible to admit defeat! 

It would be impossible in this lifetime! 

these eight peaches are nothing to me. I don’t care if I throw them all away! 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were cold and his tone was serious. “But! Every country has its laws, and every 

action has its own rules! You’ve openly broken the rules. If I take a step back, the rules I’ve set will 

become farts! In the future, who will abide by it?” 

“Good! Very good!” 

Instead of getting angry, Xu Tiandu laughed and said with a playful look, ” “It’s been many, many years 

since I’ve met someone who dared to go Against Me! You’re very bold! It’s a pity that he only has 

courage but no life. In the end, he’s just a boorish fool!” 

“Heavenly Governor Xu!” 

“This is the imperial capital of Xuanyuan!” Qiu Ling ‘er shouted anxiously. I’m afraid that the Xuanyuan 

family won’t agree to your request to kill someone here!” 

Xu Tiandu laughed arrogantly, ” heh! The Xuanyuan family and Tianji city have been friends for 

generations. Even if I killed someone, I’ll just apologize! Do you think the Xuanyuan family will kill me for 

this ant?” 

“Rules are dead, but people are alive!” Zhao shihuang laughed. The Xuanyuan family would not be as 

stupid as this kid! He doesn’t even know how to bend the rules. If he doesn’t die, who will?” 

“Fifth senior, please calm down!” Xiao moxue was silent for a long time. She did not want to offend Xu 

Tiandu because of this, but if she did not say anything, Chen Xiaobei would really be dead. 

“Oh? Could it be that Junior Sister inksnow is also trying to persuade me to let this brat off?” Xu Tiandu 

asked with a faint smile. 

“Yes!” 

“He’s my friend, and he’s a disciple of Tianji city!” Xiao moxue quickly replied. He hoped that his fifth 

senior brother would not stoop to his level! Let him Live!” 



Xu Tiandu narrowed his eyes and sneered, ” inksnow, you’re eldest senior brother’s sweetheart. I’ll give 

you some face! As long as this kid gives in, I won’t make things difficult for him!” 

“Good! Thank you, fifth senior brother!” 

Xiao moxue quickly ran over and glared at Chen Xiaobei. “Chen Zhufeng! I’ve already pleaded for you! 

Hurry up and apologize to fifth senior brother and let Tao Zi go, then this matter will be over!” 

“Haven’t you always wanted to teach me a lesson? This is a good opportunity!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“I just want to deal with you! But I don’t want to see you die!” hurry up and admit your mistake, ” Xiao 

moxue urged. otherwise, fifth senior brother will lose his patience. It’ll be useless no matter who tries to 

persuade him! 

“You should admit your mistake!” Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er both heaved a sigh of relief. 

On the other hand, sneers of arrogance and smugness appeared on Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang’s 

faces, as if everything was within their control. 

“But …” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei changed the topic and almost made everyone’s eyes pop out, ” “I’m not 

apologizing to him! They’re the ones who are apologizing to me!” 

what??? ” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were instantly enraged.”You want us to apologize to you? Did a donkey 

kick your head?! He actually had such a great dream! You’re simply courting death! You’re courting 

death!” 

“Whoosh …” 

Xu Tiandu had already gathered ethereal force in his palm and was about to kill Chen Xiaobei. 

it’s over … It’s completely over … Xiao moxue, Qiu Ling ‘er, and the five great disciples were all ashen-

faced and in despair. 

“Stop!” 

However, at this moment, a deep and heavy voice suddenly sounded! 

Four old men appeared at the entrance of the restaurant! 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao Shifang were instantly dumbfounded, and their bodies stiffened! 
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“Why … Why are the four of them here?” 
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The moment they saw the four old men, not only Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang, but even Xiao moxue 

and Qiu Ling ‘er were shocked. Their pupils shrank and they gasped! 

The five great disciples also had grave expressions on their faces, not daring to act rashly! Even though 

he did not know who those four people were, anyone who could make the arrogant and despotic Xu 

Tiandu and Zhao shihuang restrain themselves would know that they were definitely top figures! 

Oh my God … Why are these great bodhisattvas here … boss Wang felt as if he had been electrocuted. 

His scalp was numb, and his lower abdomen was sore. He was so scared that he almost peed. 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one who was calm and composed. He smiled and walked over. “Brother 

guanghong! Long time no see!” 

That’s right! One of the four old men was Xuanyuan guanghong! 

There were 3000 branches of the Chamber of Commerce in the jambu continent, and all of them were 

controlled by Xuanyuan guanghong! 

In the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce, Xuanyuan guanghong’s position was equivalent to the Vice 

President! 

“Young master Chen! Long time no see! Hurry up! I’ll introduce you to the three presidents of our 

Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce!” Xuanyuan guanghong was all smiles and treated Chen Xiaobei very 

well. 

The three old men beside him were also smiling, not putting on any airs at all! 

The three of them looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was their friend. They did not think that they were 

superior to Chen Xiaobei! 

this is President Xu chengshou. He’s representing Tianji city to manage President Dong Sheng! 

Xuanyuan guanghong introduced them one by one,”this is President Zhao Xilai. He’s managing the 

Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce on behalf of the Jade virtual Palace!” The last one is President Lu 

Ming of the Xuanyuan family. He is in charge of Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce on behalf of the 

Xuanyuan family!” 

As everyone knew, Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce was the largest Chamber of Commerce in the 

earth-god Realm. The three major shareholders behind it were Tianji city, Jade Palace, and the Xuanyuan 

family! 

The Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce was extremely important. It could be said to be the economic 

lifeline of the three top forces! 

Because of this, the three forces would never agree for one to monopolize the market. Therefore, there 

were three presidents of the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce, and each of them would send one 

person, which was fair! 

After the introduction, the three old presidents stepped forward and politely shook Chen Xiaobei’s 

hand. It was as if they were old friends who had reunited after a long time, constantly asking about his 

well-being! 



Seeing this scene, the people around them were dumbfounded. 

“Who is that kid … To be able to call elder guanghong his brother? He could even talk and laugh with the 

three guild leaders? This … This can’t be an illusion, right?” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were dumbfounded. They stood rooted to the ground like two wooden 

sculptures. 

Xuanyuan guanghong’s position was not only the General Manager of the Dongsheng Chamber of 

Commerce in the Nanzhan state! He was also the third elder of the Xuanyuan family, and could make 

the entire imperial capital of Xuanyuan tremble with a stomp of his foot! 

As for the three guild leaders, there was no need to mention them. How could their status be low when 

the three major forces handed the economic lifeline to them? 

In addition to being the Presidents of the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce, these three people were 

also the Deputy sect Masters of the three major forces! 

Even the sect Masters of the three top forces would pay great attention to their words and actions! 

There were only a handful of people in the entire earth-god Realm who could talk and laugh with the 

three of them! 

Although Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were very powerful, in front of Xu chengshou and Zhao Xilai, 

they were just juniors who hadn’t even fully grown their hair! 

Normally, Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang had to be respectful and cautious when they saw Xu chengshou 

and Zhao Xilai! It was impossible for them to chat and laugh like Chen Xiaobei! 

Moreover, Xuanyuan Lu Ming was also here! He was also a vice-head of the Xuanyuan family! 

The three bosses were chatting and laughing with Chen Xiaobei! 

This scene was like the explosion of a hundred nuclear bombs, causing an extremely terrifying impact on 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang’s hearts! It even shattered their three views and made them doubt their 

lives! 

Childe Zhufeng is so powerful … I knew he was a man of great talent, but I didn’t expect him to have 

such powerful connections! 

Qiu Ling ‘er was also shocked. Her eyes were filled with shock, envy, admiration, and even a little 

admiration for Chen Xiaobei! 

my God … This is unbelievable … How can that bad guy talk and laugh with the three guild leaders like 

they’re old friends … 

Xiao moxue was even more dumbfounded. She could not believe her eyes. 

In Xiao moxue’s heart, Chen Xiaobei was a pervert, a scoundrel, a hooligan, an ordinary disciple of Tianji 

city’s branch! He had almost died at the hands of Xu Tiandu! 

However, at this moment, Xiao moxue’s understanding was completely subverted! 



Chen Xiaobei’s identity was not as simple as it seemed! 

Not even ten Xu Tiandu could touch a single hair on Chen Xiaobei! 

“My God … That … Who is that kid? I can’t believe he has such a good relationship with the three guild 

leaders!” Boss Wang’s crotch was wet and hot, and he peed on the spot. 

Although the fuzhao tower was a top-class restaurant in the capital of Xuanyuan, it was nothing 

compared to the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce! 

Boss Wang had offended Chen Xiaobei. The three presidents did not even need to show their faces. Just 

a word from Xuanyuan guanghong could cause fuzhao tower to go bankrupt! 

Seeing Chen Xiaobei and the three presidents chatting and laughing, boss Wang’s heart turned cold! 

It was fine if the restaurant couldn’t be opened, but he might even lose his life! 

Thinking of this, boss Wang couldn’t hold back his urge to pee! He instantly peed! 

“Uncle-master … You … Why are you here?” 

Xu Tiandu hurriedly ran over and asked in a humble way. 

“Disciple greets martial uncle …” 

Zhao shihuang also came over and asked respectfully. 

Xu chengshou and Zhao Xilai were still chatting with Chen Xiaobei, but suddenly, their expressions 

changed and they shouted in unison, ” “You two bastards! Kneel down and apologize to Childe Chen!” 

what??? ” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were instantly dumbfounded! 

A moment ago, Chen Xiaobei had asked them to apologize, but they did not take it seriously. All they 

wanted to do was to kill Chen Xiaobei! 

Never in their wildest dreams would they have thought that Chen Xiaobei’s words would come true! Not 

only did they have to admit their mistakes, but they also had to kneel down and admit their mistakes! 

just now, Childe Zhufeng called guanghong, and we were there as well. We know everything that 

happened here. You have to kneel down and admit your mistakes! Xu chengshou said coldly. 

“Make a call? When did that kid call?” Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were even more confused. 

Chen Xiaobei took out his phone and showed it to her. “Ha, I’ve already dialed the number when you 

came in, and I put it on speaker!” 

“You little brat! You dare to trick us!” Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang’s faces twisted. They felt worse than 

eating a cart full of hot desserts! 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled evilly. “Cut the crap and kneel down!” 
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 “Impossible! We will never kneel to you!” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were extremely determined. They would never agree.”We are both core 

disciples of the top ten forces! We are of high status, how can we kneel before you!” 

There was no doubt that in the eyes of Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang, Chen Xiaobei was just a lowly ant! 

How could a seven-foot man kneel down to an ant? 

“Hehe, it’s not up to you to kneel or not!” Chen Xiaobei smiled, as if everything was under his control. 

It should be known that Xu chengshou and Zhao Xilai were both presidents of the Dongsheng Chamber 

of Commerce. It was their duty to maintain business fairness and stick to the spirit of the contract. It was 

the bottom line that they must stick to! 

If they didn’t follow the rules, the business would be unfair, the contract would be invalid, and the 

reputation and credibility of Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce would be gone! 

In the future, who would dare to do business with the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce? 

Chen Xiaobei had seen through this. That was why he called Xuanyuan guanghong immediately and 

asked the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce to uphold justice! 

It just so happened that Chen Xiaobei was a Platinum-level VIP of the Dongsheng Chamber of 

Commerce, and the Chamber of Commerce had to protect Chen Xiaobei’s interests! 

If they couldn’t even protect the purple gold honored guest, the Dong Sheng merchant Association 

would probably become the laughing stock of the whole world! 

The other purple-gold honored guests would also feel embarrassed and extremely displeased! In the 

end, it was the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce who suffered a loss! 

Most importantly, the big boss behind the auction was Chen Xiaobei himself! 

Outsiders didn’t know, but the higher-ups of Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce knew it clearly! 

If they angered Chen Xiaobei and he did not take out a single item, the Super auction that the 

Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce had been promoting would be for naught! 

That was why Xu chengshou and Zhao Xilai would stand on Chen Xiaobei’s side no matter what! They 

would protect Chen Xiaobei unconditionally! 

“Kneel down!” 

As expected, Xu chengshou and Zhao Xilai shouted at the same time, ” “This isn’t a joke! It’s an order!” 

“You … You two elders are actually angry because of this kid? He … Who is he?” Xu Tiandu and Zhao 

shihuang felt their scalps go numb as they swallowed hard. 
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Xu chengshou and Zhao Xilai were both vice sect leaders of the peak forces. Under normal 

circumstances, they would not be angry, because even if they were not angry, they still had the 

unquestionable pressure of a superior! 

When someone who was usually calm got angry, things would be set in stone. There was no room for 

doubt and it would not change! 

“Pa!” 

Xu chengshou couldn’t be bothered to explain. He raised his hand and slapped Xu Tiandu’s face, 

shouting angrily, ” “Kneel down! I won’t say the same thing again!” 

“Hiss …” 

Xu Tiandu sucked in a breath of cold air. In his memory, he had never seen Xu chengshou so angry. He 

couldn’t care less about his swollen cheek and the blood at the corner of his mouth. With a ‘plop’, he 

knelt on the ground. 

Seeing this, Zhao shihuang immediately panicked. He said in a low voice,”Uncle master … My father is 

the master of the hollow Jade temple! I can’t kneel to outsiders …” 

“Pa!” 

However, before he could finish his words, Zhao Xilai’s slap landed heavily on Zhao shihuang’s face as he 

berated,”Do you still know that you’re the son of the sect master? If the sect master were to find out 

that you have done such a disgraceful thing, he would definitely not just make you kneel!” 

“This …” 

A bright red palm print immediately appeared on Zhao shihuang’s cheek. He immediately knelt down 

and admitted his mistake,”Uncle master, please calm down … It’s all my fault! It’s all my fault …” 

I’m not the one who wants you to recognize the wrong person. It’s Childe Chen! Zhao Xilai said angrily. 

“Yes, yes, yes …” 

Zhao shihuang hurriedly turned around, knelt down, and said in a sorrowful voice,”Childe Chen! This is 

all my fault! Please forgive me …” 

Xu Tiandu quickly followed. young master Zhufeng … It’s all our fault. I hope you won’t stoop to our 

level. he said. 

Just a moment ago, these two were still arrogant and overbearing! 

At that moment, they wagged their tails at Chen Xiaobei like two pugs! 

Seeing this, Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er’s eyes widened, and their mouths became an’ O ‘shape. 

The five great disciples were the same. Each and every one of them was dumbstruck, unable to believe 

their eyes. 

They had been so worried about Chen Xiaobei, but now, not only was Chen Xiaobei unharmed, but he 

had also beaten up the two arrogant guys! 



Xiao moxue, Qiu Ling ‘er, and the five disciples all felt very satisfied and relieved. They couldn’t help but 

clap and cheer! 

“Since you’re so sincere in admitting your mistakes, I’ll be merciful and forgive you!” get lost! Chen 

Xiaobei laughed. don’t kneel here and be an eyesore! 

“Yes! “We’ll get out … We’ll get out right now …” Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang hurriedly got up and fled 

the restaurant dejectedly. 

“Next, it’s your turn!” Chen Xiaobei looked at Mr. Wang coldly. 

Childe Zhufeng, please spare me … Childe Zhufeng, please spare me … Mr. Wang’s pants were full of 

urine. He had already curled up like a dog and was prostrating on the ground, kowtowing desperately. 

“Hmph, killing you will only dirty my hands!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” according to the contract, you have to pay one billion upper spiritual stones to the 

Beichen Chamber of Commerce as a penalty! 

one billion … boss Wang gasped, ” “Even if you sell me off, I’m not worth one billion …” 

“Of course you’re not worth a billion! I don’t expect you to be able to pay that much money!” “From 

now on, all your businesses, including this zhaofu brothel, will belong to the Beichen Chamber of 

Commerce!” Do you have any objections?” 

this … boss Wang took a deep breath, and his tears fell. Childe Zhufeng, please do me a favor … This 

zhaofu restaurant is my life’s work … If I give it to you … My life will be over … 

I’m not a stone-hearted person! Chen Xiaobei said coldly. it’s your fault for being the first one to break 

the rules of the Beichen Chamber of Commerce! If I punish you severely, there will be more and more 

people who will follow your example! Only by killing you as an example would others remember that 

they could never break the rules! Forever!” 

Childe Zhufeng … Mr. Wang wailed and wanted to beg for mercy. 

“Shut up!” 

However, at this moment, Xuanyuan Lu Ming, who had been silent all this while, said solemnly, ” “This is 

the imperial capital of Xuanyuan. Even if Childe Zhufeng doesn’t punish you, the Xuanyuan family will! 

Otherwise, wouldn’t the laws and regulations of the imperial capital of Xuanyuan be a joke?” 

this … boss Wang’s face instantly turned ashen, and he was speechless. 

we’ll do as Childe Zhufeng says! 

I order you to hand over all the house deeds and land deeds under your name immediately, ” Xuanyuan 

Lu Ming said seriously. and get out of the capital of Xuanyuan with your family in half a day! 

yes … boss Wang wailed in despair. 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 

Chen Xiaobei’s phone suddenly rang. 



It was immortal dugu zang. 
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“Zhufeng, where are you? Didn’t we agree to attend the auction together? Why haven’t I heard anything 

from you?” Dugu zang Xian’s voice came from the other end of the phone. It was gentle and pleasant to 

the ears, and it was clear that she was in a good mood. 

“I’m at zhaofu tower. I’ll be there when the auction starts!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Zhaofu restaurant? We seem to have passed by just now. Wait for us there, we’ll come and find you!” 

Immortal dugu zang said. 

“Alright, I’ll be waiting for you guys here!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and hung up. 

Childe Chen, do you have any friends coming? ” Zhao Xilai asked. 

“Yup,” Chen Xiaobei smiled and nodded. 

Xuanyuan guanghong walked over and said,”Childe Zhufeng, this is the title deed for zhaofu restaurant, 

and the rest are the title deeds for the houses in the city! All the real estates under the Wang family’s 

name were included! Although it’s not worth one billion, it should be worth three to four hundred 

million!” 

While Chen Xiaobei was making the call, Xuanyuan guanghong had already taken the deeds from boss 

Wang and told him to get lost! After all, this guy reeked of urine, and it would be a killjoy if he stayed! 

With Xuanyuan Lu Ming’s words, no matter how bold boss Wang was, he would not dare to stay in the 

imperial capital of Xuanyuan. After he left, he would leave the imperial capital of Xuanyuan with his 

family! 

With that, Chen Xiaobei had taken over the entire zhaofu restaurant, as well as nine other high-end 

shops and luxurious courtyards! 

Every inch of land in the imperial capital of Xuanyuan was worth its weight in gold. As long as these 

house deeds were resold, they could earn 300 to 400 million upper spiritual stones! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was a huge gain! 

To all the merchants working with the Beichen Chamber of Commerce, this was a bright alarm! 

With boss Wang as an example, he believed that no one would break the rules of the Beichen Chamber 

of Commerce in the future! 

“Zhufeng!” 

At this moment, dugu zang walked in with qing bao and han Zicheng! 

Immortal dugu zang’s appearance, figure, and temperament were all flawless! 
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Even Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er couldn’t help but be moved when they saw her. They were secretly 

amazed by her beauty! 

“Why is it her!” 

At the same time, the four old men, Xu chengshou, Zhao Xilai, Xuanyuan Luming, and Xuanyuan 

guanghong, all gasped. They couldn’t help but tremble, and their palms were drenched in cold sweat! 

Immortal dugu zang’s beautiful eyes swept over and asked indifferently,”What are you three old men 

doing here?” 

Little old man? 

Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er were even more shocked when they heard this! 

They simply didn’t dare to imagine what kind of divine being dugu zang Xian was. He actually dared to 

call the three vice sect leaders of the peak forces the little old man? 

The fourth old man, Xuanyuan guanghong, had a high status as well. However, even dugu zang Xian 

didn’t take him seriously. He was completely ignored! 

It was obvious that dugu zang Xian must have an extraordinary identity! 

“We pay our respects to the sacred Lord of the dark seal! Holy master has graced us with your presence, 

we apologize for not welcoming you! I hope Holy master can forgive me!” 

In the next moment, the four old men-Xu chengshou, Zhao Xilai, Xuanyuan Luming, and Xuanyuan 

guanghong-cupped their hands and bowed deeply to dugu zang Xian! 

sacred Lord Netherseal!? Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er gasped in shock.”She … She’s the Holy Lord of the 

dark seal … Dugu zang Xian? Oh my God … How does she know Chen Zhufeng?” 

“You’re free!” 

Dugu zang Xian waved his hand impatiently. He looked at Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er and asked, ” 

“Zhufeng, who are they?” 

“Come! I’ll introduce you!” 

Chen Xiaobei walked over and held dugu zang Xian’s hand, ” This is Princess Jiuling, Qiu Ling ‘er! 

Princess Jiuling? ” Immortal dugu zang’s eyebrows rose as a hint of playfulness appeared in his black 

eyes. 

One must know that nine nether platform and Dragon God Palace had always been enemies! 

But now, because of Chen Xiaobei’s presence, not only could fire and water merge, they could even 

become friends! 

Qiu Ling ‘er pays her respects to the Holy master of the dark seal … Qiu Ling’ er was flustered and 

hurriedly bowed. 



Being a smart man, immortal dugu zang smiled and said, ” “You’re welcome, and you don’t have to be 

nervous! Zhufeng’s friends are my friends!” 

“Yes! we’re friends … Qiu Ling ‘er was stunned. She couldn’t believe it. The Holy master of the 

netherworld seal, who was said to be able to fill the sky with corpses when he was angry, could actually 

smile? Moreover, her smile was so beautiful that it was suffocating! 

Dugu zang turned to Xiao moxue and asked with a smile, ” “Who is this young lady?” 

disciple of the heaven’s legacy city, Xiao moxue, pays her respects to the dark seal sacred Lord … even 

Xu chengshou, the Deputy sect master of the heaven’s legacy city, cupped his hands and bowed. Xiao 

moxue naturally did not dare to be negligent. She cupped her hands and bowed. 

Chen Xiaobei held Xiao moxue’s hand and stopped her from bowing. “We’re all family, no need to be so 

polite!” 

“A family?” Xiao moxue’s face was filled with shock. 

Everyone else at the scene was also dumbfounded. 

Xianer is my fiancée, and you are my mistress. Aren’t we a family? ” Chen Xiaobei said with an evil smile. 

Fiancé? Second wife? 

The four old men’s eyes almost fell out of their sockets when they heard that! 

Their intelligence network was extremely strong. They had long heard that dugu zang Xian had a fiancé 

named Chen Zhufeng! 

However, in their eyes, dugu zang Xian was just making use of Chen Zhufeng. The two of them were 

really engaged! 

But now, they saw with their own eyes that dugu zang Xian was treating Chen Xiaobei so kindly and 

kindly. It did not seem like he was using Chen Xiaobei, but rather, he had real feelings for him! 

If dugu zang Xian really liked Chen Xiaobei, he was willing to marry Chen Xiaobei! That would definitely 

be super big news that would shake the earth-god Realm! 

The four old men looked at Chen Xiaobei, then at dugu zang Xian. They felt as if their worldview had 

been refreshed tens of thousands of times. They could not help but give Chen Xiaobei 320 likes in their 

hearts! 

He even managed to conquer immortal dugu zang! The four old men’s respect for Chen Xiaobei was like 

the endless flow of a River, and like a long river that could not be stopped! 

If Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were still here, they would probably have peed their pants on the spot! 

With immortal dugu zang’s personality, there was a 10000% chance that he would kill them if they 

offended Chen Xiaobei. There was no room for negotiation! 

“So it’s a little sister!” 



Dugu zang Xian smiled and walked over to hold Xiao moxue’s arm. He said indifferently, ” “We’re one 

family! You don’t need the courtesy that outsiders need!” 

this … Xiao moxue was dumbfounded. Her entire body stiffened as if she had been hit by a petrification 

spell. 

Never in her dreams would she have thought that she would have an elder sister! 

Furthermore, this elder sister was the renowned netherworld seal Saint Lord, dugu zang Xian! This was 

simply too crazy! 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed,’idiot! Why are you still standing there? Quickly call me big sister!” 
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sister … Sister … 

At this moment, Xiao moxue was extremely shocked and nervous. She felt that she shouldn’t simply call 

her sister, but she didn’t know how to refuse. In the end, she couldn’t help but call her sister. 

“Good girl!” Dugu zang Xian smiled and held Xiao moxue’s arm like a sister. 

Chen Xiaobei pointed at the five people behind him and said, ” the five of them are my direct disciples. 

I’ll slowly introduce them to you in the future! 

“Oh?” Dugu zang observed the five of them with great interest. 

Although their cultivation wasn’t high, only one or two-star earth Immortals, immortal dugu zang didn’t 

look down on them at all. 

Dugu zang believed that Chen Xiaobei’s disciples would not be ordinary! 

um … Childe Chen, the auction is about to start. Are you going there now? ” Xu chengshou asked 

politely. 

Chen Xiaobei was a purple-gold Supreme VIP, the owner of the auction, and the fiancé of dugu zang 

Xian! 

It was to the extent that Xu chengshou still had to address Chen Xiaobei as ‘you’ despite his old age. 

“Let’s go! Everyone, let’s go over together!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and kept the eight first love peaches, 

then he walked out of the restaurant. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and the four old men walked in front. Chen Xiaobei had already moved the 

items for tonight’s auction into a storage bracelet and handed it over to Xuanyuan guanghong for him to 

auction them off! 

Qing bao, han Zicheng, and Chen Xiaobei’s five disciples were walking in the middle. They were chatting 

and getting closer to each other. 
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On the other hand, dugu zang Xian, Xiao moxue, and Qiu Ling ‘er were at the back. 

After walking for a while, Xiao moxue realized that dugu zang Xian wasn’t as cold and cruel as the 

rumors said. Instead, he was like a gentle and calm big sister. 

sister … Xiao moxue mustered up her courage and asked in a low voice, ” aren’t you angry that Chen 

Zhufeng is looking for a second wife? ” 

Obviously, Xiao moxue was up to no good again. She wanted to incite dugu zang Xian to teach Chen 

Xiaobei a lesson. 

“What’s there to be angry about?” “A man has three wives and four concubines, and an Emperor has 

three thousand concubines. This has been a thing since ancient times!” Dugu zang Xian said 

indifferently. 

this … Xiao moxue furrowed her brows and said, ” “It’s fine if it’s just an ordinary woman, but sister, 

you’re the sacred Lord of the dark seal! How can you take this lying down?” 

I don’t think I’ve been bullied. Zhufeng is outstanding enough! 

Immortal dugu zang laughed,”besides, if we’re really talking about seniority!” I’m just Zhufeng’s second 

wife!” 

“What?” Xiao moxue was dumbfounded. She shook her head and said, ” “This can’t be … I don’t believe 

it …” He said. 

Even Qiu Ling ‘er couldn’t stay calm after hearing that! 

The dignified dark seal Saint had been completely conquered by a man! This in itself was already a super 

big news that was enough to shake the earth-god World! 

Who dared to think about it! The sacred Lord of the dark seal was actually willing to be someone else’s 

concubine! 

This was simply a fantasy! 

Even a three-year-old child would not believe it! 

“This is real …” 

“Zhufeng is simply too outstanding. Even if he doesn’t take the initiative to provoke him, there will still 

be countless women who fall in love with him … If I’m not wrong, you and I are both ranked outside of 

the top five among his female friends!” Dugu zang Xian sighed softly. 

this … Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er were completely stunned. They felt as if their world view had 

completely collapsed. 

How cold and arrogant was immortal dugu zang? How noble! How could he have such a high evaluation 

of Chen Xiaobei! She was actually willing to be Chen Xiaobei’s second wife! 

If they didn’t hear it with their own ears, Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er would never believe it even if they 

were beaten to death! 



At that moment, Xiao moxue’s heart was completely shaken! 

She even started to seriously consider if it would be a wise choice to become Chen Xiaobei’s mistress. 

Would it make his future even more exciting? It was even more perfect! 

Qiu Ling ‘er’s heart also became complicated. Although she didn’t want to admit it, she really felt a little 

envious in the depths of her heart! He was envious of dugu zang and Xiao moxue, envious that they 

could become Chen Xiaobei’s women! 

…… 

Xuanyuan great auction house! 

This was a building as luxurious and majestic as a Palace! 

As the night fell and the lanterns were lit, a large number of high-ranking officials and dignitaries began 

to gather here! 

From their clothes and figures, it wasn’t hard to tell that these distinguished guests came from different 

continents, different races, and different forces! 

But they had one thing in common! That was, he was rich! 

Those who were able to enter today’s auction were almost all the leaders of the first-rate forces! 

There were many respectable Kings and great emperors! Sect Masters and elders could be seen 

everywhere! 

The representatives of the major forces were also among the guests! 

Any one of these people had at least one billion upper spiritual stones at their disposal! 

There was no doubt that the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce had put in a lot of effort in promoting 

the auction! 

Almost all the rich people in the earth-god Realm received the invitation! 

Tonight was destined to be an extraordinary night! A feast of wealth had already begun! 

“So many people … I’m afraid there are no less than 10000!” 

When Chen Xiaobei and the others entered the auction hall, the ring-shaped auction hall was already 

full! 

Xuanyuan guanghong had specially arranged for Chen Xiaobei and the others to sit at the VIP seats 

closest to the auction stage. 

Dugu zang Xian was cold, Xiao moxue was pretty, Qiu Ling ‘er was gentle, and qing bao was full of 

energy! 

As soon as the four beauties sat there, they instantly became the focus of everyone present, attracting 

countless gazes! The women were envious and jealous, while the men were fanatical! 



Chen Xiaobei was sitting in the middle of the four beauties, with dugu zang Xian on his left and Xiao 

moxue on his right. 

Such a heaven-defying luck with women simply made all the other men at the scene go crazy with 

jealousy! They wanted to pounce on Chen Xiaobei and skin him alive to vent their anger! 

“Eh? How did you get to participate in the auction?” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang walked in. They were representatives of Tianji city and Yuxu Palace. 

Naturally, they had VIP seats right next to Chen Xiaobei and the rest! 

Without a doubt, even though the two of them knelt down and admitted their mistake, they were not 

convinced of Chen Xiaobei’s power. In fact, they even held a grudge against Chen Xiaobei and were 

determined to find a chance to take revenge! 

Chen Xiaobei was not going to be nice to them. He smiled and said, ” ha, if you two idiots can 

participate, why can’t I? ” 

you dare to call us idiots!? Zhao shihuang was furious. 

“Shi Huang! Why are you so angry?” Xu Tiandu laughed disdainfully,”this poor guy must have relied on 

his relationship with the three presidents to get in!” It’s beneath your status to lower yourself to his 

level!” 

“You’re right!” 

“If it weren’t for the three guild leaders showing mercy, this poor little thing wouldn’t even be allowed 

to enter the sect!” Zhao shihuang sneered. 

“Ha, so what if you’re rich?” there are some things that you can’t buy no matter how rich you are! Chen 

Xiaobei said with a smile. 

“What a joke!” 

Xu Tiandu snorted coldly and said arrogantly, ” “As the saying goes, money can make the devil turn the 

millstone! As long as you have enough money, there’s nothing in this world that you can’t buy!” 

“Well said!” 

“Everything has a price. If you can’t buy it, it only means that you don’t have enough money!” Zhao 

shihuang immediately chimed in. 

“Is that so?” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and took out the eight first love peaches. “The first love peach is here! If you have 

the ability, buy one for me to see!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2899: there must be something 

 “This … This, this, this …” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were instantly rendered speechless. 
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Just a second ago, they were still confidently saying that money could do anything and that there was 

nothing that money couldn’t buy! 

Chen Xiaobei’s simple sentence was like a slap in the face! 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang stared at the eight first love peaches with wide eyes. It was as if they were 

watching eight invisible slaps on their faces! 

However, he was unable to resist it and could only brace himself to be whipped! 

That sour feeling was so depressing that he wanted to vomit blood! 

“Pfft …” 

Seeing that Chen Xiaobei had ruthlessly slapped the two jokers in the face, qing bao laughed out loud, 

not giving Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang any face at all. 

Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er wanted to laugh, but they didn’t dare to. It was so hard to hold it in. 

Immortal dugu zang directly ignored the two jokers as his beautiful eyes were fixed in one 

direction,”This is the first love peach, right? I’ve heard about it for a long time, but I’ve never tasted it 

before!” 

“Come! Quickly try it! This was something that money couldn’t buy! It’s very delicious!” Chen Xiaobei 

grinned and handed a peach to dugu zang. 

“I also want one! I also want one!” Qing bao was a straightforward person, saying whatever he thought 

without hiding anything. 

Chen Xiaobei handed her another one. 

Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er were more reserved, but at this moment, they were staring at dugu zang 

Xian and qing bao with envy! 

“You guys have it too!” Chen Xiaobei smiled and sent one to each of them. 

Xiao moxue and Qiu Ling ‘er’s faces bloomed with smiles, more beautiful than flowers. 

“Zicheng! You have one too!” Chen Xiaobei turned around and handed another one to han Zicheng. 

Han Zicheng said humbly, ” none of young master Chen’s five outstanding disciples got a peach. How 

could I have the nerve to monopolize it? ” 

“No need to care about them!” of course! Chen Xiaobei smiled. the peach forest is in the backyard of bei 

Xuan faction. They can eat it whenever they want! 

is that so … han Zicheng’s expression was a little startled, and he nodded, but peach said, ” “Then I’ll 

accept your invitation!” 

“It’s so delicious …” 

The next moment, the four girls exclaimed in unison! 



Dugu zang Xian was cold, Xiao moxue was pretty, Qiu Ling ‘er was gentle, and qing bao was full of 

energy! 

The four of them had different temperaments, but at this moment, they all had the same expression on 

their faces! 

Happiness! Joy! It was so sweet! 

The first love peach was like a magical arrow of love that could make everyone fall in love with the 

wonderful feeling of being in love, intoxicated to the extreme, and even unable to extricate themselves! 

delicious … This is the most delicious food … 

Even han Zicheng, who had always been calm and steady, felt as if he had been struck by lightning, and 

his entire body instantly froze on the spot! 

However, this ‘electric shock’ was not an earth-shattering lightning, but the electric waves of love! 

Han Zicheng’s entire body felt numb and numb. He was so comfortable that he wanted to scream and 

run under the sun! 

A mouthful of peach filled his mouth with fragrance! 

That kind of wondrous and extraordinary feeling was simply indescribable with words! 

“This … This, this, this …” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang were stunned on the spot like two sand sculptures. They couldn’t imagine 

what kind of delicacy it was and what kind of feeling it would bring even after racking their brains. 

Unfortunately, they had offended Chen Xiaobei, so they could only drool at the three first love peaches 

in Chen Xiaobei’s hand! 

Even if they were willing to go bankrupt, Chen Xiaobei would not let them have a taste of delicious food! 

“Let’s go!” 

Xu Tiandu and Zhao shihuang’s faces had been smashed. Under the countless gazes of the surrounding 

people, they could only flee in dejection, shrinking back to their seats and not daring to show their faces 

again. 

“Young master Chen! Can you give me the remaining three peaches?” Qing bao, this clever little brat, 

ate the food in the bowl and looked at the food in the pot. 

“I still have use for the remaining three peaches!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled. you should finish what you have in your hand first. If you want to eat in the future, 

just go to bei Xuan faction and tell them my name. You’ll be full! 

“Really?” 

Qing Bao’s eyes were full of stars, and she was so excited.”I knew it, young master Chen is the best to 

me!” 



“You guys take a seat first, I’ll go backstage!” Chen Xiaobei kept the three peaches and went backstage. 

“Young master Chen, what are you doing?” Qing bao mumbled. 

“There are three old men behind him, so I guess they’ll get the three peaches!” Dugu zang Xian said 

indifferently. 

Chen Xiaobei was planning to give the last three peaches to the three presidents of the Dongsheng 

Chamber of Commerce. 

The three of them had contributed to the incident at fuzhao tower. 

The main point was that today’s auction was extremely Grand and beautiful! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei wanted to thank the three guild leaders. 

Perhaps because the auction was about to begin, Xuanyuan guanghong was so busy that he could not 

stop for even a moment. Chen Xiaobei did not bother Xuanyuan guanghong. Instead, he went to ask the 

staff and went to the VIP room at the back of the auction hall. 

The door of the guest room was closed. 

“What?” 

Chen Xiaobei was about to knock on the door, but his hand suddenly froze and he did not knock. 

[ three realms illustrations ] notification: Reincarnated earth Immortals appeared within a hundred 

meters! If one looked at the other party for more than ten seconds, the other party’s identity could be 

confirmed! 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback and immediately became alert.”I walked all the way here from the 

conference hall, but the ‘three realms illustrations’ didn’t give me any hints! There’s only a hint here … 

Which means that there’s a reincarnated earth immortal in the city!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately activated his golden gaze fiery eyes! 

After seeing through the door, Chen Xiaobei could see the situation inside the guest room! 

At this moment, there were only two people in the guest city. One of them was the president of the 

Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce, Xu chengshou! 

The other person was very young! 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei looked at the young man. Ten seconds later, another notification came 

from the Three Realms illustrations. 

[ ding! Reincarnated ancient immortal Yang Wenhui discovered! ] 

[ Yang Wenhui’s illustrated Handbook has been activated! ] [ do you wish to view the relevant 

information? ] 

“Check!” With a thought, Chen Xiaobei received detailed information in his mind. 



[ Yang Wenhui, a famous Qi Practitioner from Nine Dragons Island, the fourth disciple of Lu Yue! ] He 

had once defeated the clan of Enlightenment’s divine beast, the Dragon-bearded Tiger, and his combat 

strength was extremely powerful! 

[ cause of death: killed by Wei Hu, disciple of the heavenly Lord of Dao and virtue, one of the twelve 

golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment, with the demon-subduing pestle! ] 

“Yang Wenhui! Lu Yue’s disciple! What was he doing here? And how did he end up with Xu chengshou? 

There must be something fishy about this!” 

Chen Xiaobei opened the merit record and made a decision.”I want to exchange for a divine ear charm!” 

[ ding! Ding! Ding! I’ve exchanged for one divine ear talisman! ] 

– ding! Merit points successfully exchanged. 10000000 merit points have been deducted!] 

– your current merit points are 95.62 billion.(Charm: 9.56 billion, luck: 9.562 billion! 

“I’d like to hear what these two people are talking about!” Chen Xiaobei stepped back quietly. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2900: super difficult problem 

Chen Xiaobei could have used his primordial spirit realm to eavesdrop on their conversation even if they 

were separated by a wall. 

However, Xu chengshou was an existence at the level of the Deputy sect master of Tianji city. If he used 

his primordial spirit domain to eavesdrop, he might discover it. 

If he acted rashly and alerted the enemy, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to get the information he 

wanted! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei then activated the divine ear charm! 

The divine ear talisman was a divine talisman made from the clairaudient. Within a certain range, Chen 

Xiaobei could hear anything he wanted to hear! 

Moreover, the divine ear charm was at the divine immortal level. Even if a peak earth level deity used 

their primordial spirit realm to interfere, it would not stop Chen Xiaobei from eavesdropping! 

With this talisman, Chen Xiaobei could hear everything he wanted to hear! 

“Greetings, President Xu!” 

“Is it convenient to talk here?” Yang Wenhui asked cautiously. 

“Of course it’s convenient!” 

I’ve already enveloped this room with my primordial spirit domain. I’m an early nine-star earth-god, so 

no one can hear our conversation even if they’re standing at the door, unless their cultivation is higher 

than mine! Xu chengshou said with a confident smile. 
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“Well … I’m relieved!” shangxian Shen contacted the old man of heavenly secrets earlier, ” Yang Wenhui 

said. President Xu should know about this, right? ” 

“I know!” Xu chengshou nodded and said indifferently, ” “But I have three requests!” 

“Please go ahead, President Xu!” Yang Wenhui was elegant and had a good temperament. 

“First, you must give me the antidote before you poison everyone here!” Xu chengshou said solemnly. 

This old man can pretend to be poisoned and cooperate with your act! But the control of the situation 

must be in my hands!” 

“Understood!” Yang Wenhui smiled and handed over a packet of powder. “This is the antidote!” 

Obviously, Shen Gongbao’s plan in The Omen Ridge was to poison everyone and steal all the wealth 

gathered by the auction! 

Xu chengshou knew about this plan and was willing to cooperate, but he was definitely not willing to be 

poisoned! 

Once Xu chengshou was poisoned, the control of the situation, and even the life and death of everyone, 

would fall into the hands of Yang Wenhui! 

An old monster like Xu chengshou would naturally not joke around with his life! 

“Second! After you poison them, you can only take money, not lives!” 

Xu chengshou continued,”the people who came tonight are all big investors of my Dongsheng Chamber 

of Commerce!” He was also the leader of a first-rate force! If anything happens to them, my Dong Sheng 

merchant Association will become The Public Enemy of the entire earth immortal world!” 

“President Xu, don’t worry! I’m only doing this for money! He definitely didn’t want to get into any extra 

trouble! I can guarantee that I won’t hurt any of the guests! And I’ll only take the money from the 

auction!” 

Yang Wenhui said indifferently,”the guests have already bought the items. They don’t care if the money 

they paid is stolen!” As long as the guests don’t suffer any losses, the Dong Sheng merchant Association 

will only lose some face. They will never offend anyone!” 

“Very good! You’re truly worthy of being chosen by exalted immortal Shen, you’ve considered 

everything very thoroughly!” 

Xu chengshou nodded in satisfaction and said, ” “Third, after this is over, I will personally keep an eye on 

you and tell the old man of heavenly secrets about Bai Qi’s whereabouts! If you dare to lie to us, I’ll 

make you beg for death!” 

“No problem!” “Bai Qi is of no value to exalted immortal Shen. Once this matter is over, I will definitely 

reveal his hiding place!” Yang Wenhui smiled indifferently. 

“Good! Then I wish us a happy cooperation, each taking what he needs!” Xu chengshou nodded his 

head, a satisfied smile on his face. 

…… 



Outside the house. 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows furrowed. “Alright! Shen Gongbao is in cahoots with the old man of heavenly 

secrets to steal all the wealth from this auction!” 

fortunately, I heard their plan. Otherwise, I always thought that the Dongsheng Chamber of Commerce 

was absolutely trustworthy. I almost died without knowing how! 

Obviously, Shen Gongbao and Yang Wenhui did not know that Chen Xiaobei was the big boss behind the 

auction. 

Otherwise, if Yang Wenhui successfully poisoned Chen Xiaobei, he would definitely take Chen Xiaobei’s 

life! Of course, they would also take away all of Chen Xiaobei’s treasures! 

That’s why it’s said that good people will be rewarded! 

Chen Xiaobei had wanted to give the first love peaches to the three presidents out of good intentions, 

but he had accidentally heard about this big conspiracy! 

Now that the cleansing Bodhi was not by his side, if Chen Xiaobei did not discover the conspiracy, he 

would be ambushed and killed! 

since I’ve found out about your plot, don’t blame me for beating you up. I’ll break your game first, and 

then make you spit blood with my backhand! 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he began to think of a way to break out of this situation and 

counterattack! 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was not a pushover! Since the enemy was bullying them, Chen Xiaobei 

would make them pay for it! 

Yang Wenhui wants to poison everyone. The poison he wants to use must be at least at the peak of the 

earth immortal level! 

Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, ” “First of all, I need an anti-poison magical treasure! Even 

if everyone here is unconscious, I have to stay awake!” 

secondly, Xu chengshou and Yang Wenhui will be able to stay conscious when the time comes! 

I don’t know! Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. if I want to break out of this, I have to find a way to 

defeat the two of them. Otherwise, even if I maintain the situation, I can’t change the situation! 

“Xu chengshou just said that his cultivation is at the early stage of nine-star earth-god! To me, this is 

definitely a super strong enemy! The planet-destroying banner doesn’t have any spiritual Qi, so how can 

I defeat him?” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly came up with a way to solve the problem, but he was stumped by Xu chengshou’s 

super difficult problem! 

At that time, everyone present would be controlled by the poison and lose consciousness! 



But Xu chengshou had already obtained the antidote in advance and would become the person with the 

highest authority at the scene! 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to break out of this situation, he had to defeat Xu chengshou! 

However, a nine-star earth-god, even if he was only at the early stage, was not someone Chen Xiaobei 

could fight against! 

“There are only two ways now!” 

Chen Xiaobei made up his mind, ” “If there’s a chance to poison him, I’ll give him a taste of his medicine! 

If I don’t have a chance to poison him, I’ll have to use ‘that move’! ” 

…… 

At the auction. 

“Zhufeng, what took you so long? Did you run into some trouble?” Immortal dugu zang was very smart 

and could vaguely sense the dangerous aura. 

“It’s nothing. I just couldn’t find the way and wasted time by going around.” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Dear distinguished guests!” 

At this moment, Xuanyuan guanghong was already standing on the stage. He announced, ” today’s 

auction will now officially begin! 

 


